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Abstract: For many users of natural language processing (NLP), it can be challenging to obtain
concise, accurate and precise answers to a question. Systems such as question answering (QA) enable
users to ask questions and receive feedback in the form of quick answers to questions posed in
natural language, rather than in the form of lists of documents delivered by search engines. This
task is challenging and involves complex semantic annotation and knowledge representation. This
study reviews the literature detailing ontology-based methods that semantically enhance QA for a
closed domain, by presenting a literature review of the relevant studies published between 2000 and
2020. The review reports that 83 of the 124 papers considered acknowledge the QA approach, and
recommend its development and evaluation using different methods. These methods are evaluated
according to accuracy, precision, and recall. An ontological approach to semantically enhancing QA
is found to be adopted in a limited way, as many of the studies reviewed concentrated instead on
NLP and information retrieval (IR) processing. While the majority of the studies reviewed focus on
open domains, this study investigates the closed domain.
Keywords: knowledge-based; natural language processing; ontology-based approach; question
answering systems; semantic similarity
1. Introduction
Technological advancements in the field of information communication technology
(ICT) support the conversion of the conventional web structures of internet documents
to semantic web-linking data, enabling novel semantic web data representation and in-
tegration retrieval systems [1]. Globally, millions of internet searches are made every
minute, and obtaining precise answers to queries can be challenging, due to the continually
expanding volume of information available [2].
Information retrieval (IR) technology supports the process of searching for and retriev-
ing information. The general method used by IR employs keywords to retrieve relevant
information from different heterogeneous resources [3], thereby providing a limitation that
captures an accurate conceptualization of the user’s expression and the meaning of their
content. Upon searching, the user receives a list of related documents that may contain
the information required. However, in some cases, users might be seeking for a specific
answer, rather than a list of documents. Although IR techniques can be highly successful
and retrieve relevant information, users nevertheless face complex linguistic challenges
to extract the desired information. Question answering (QA) techniques can address this
by enabling users to express and extract precise information and knowledge in natural
language (NL).
Typically, QA systems aim to create methods with functionality that extends beyond
the retrieval of appropriate texts, in order to provide the correct response to NL queries
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posed by a user. Answering such queries requires composite processing of documents
that exceeds that which is achievable using IR systems [4]. With QA systems, answers are
obtained from large document collections by grouping required answer types, to determine
the precise semantic representation of the question’s keywords, which are essential to carry
out further tasks such as document processing, answer extraction, and ranking. To achieve
high semantic accuracy, precise analysis of the questions posed by users in NL is essential to
define the intended sense in the context of the user’s question. This challenge motivated us
to investigate the various ontology-based approaches and existing methodologies designed
to semantically enhance QA systems.
The semantic web implements an ontological methodology intended to retain data in
the form of expressions associated with the domain, as well as procedures, referencing, and
comments, and properties that are automated or software agent readable, and plausible for
use processing and retrieving data [5,6]. This facilitates the power of widely distributed
data, by linking it in a standardized and meaningful manner so that it is available on
different web servers, or on the centralized servers of an organization [7]. Researchers
usually utilize measures of similarity to discover identical notions in free text notes and
records. A measure of semantic similarity adopts two notions as input, and then provides
a numerical score, which calculates how similar they are in terms of senses [8]. A variety of
semantic similarity measures have been developed to describe the strength of relationships
between concepts. These existing semantic similarity measures generally fall into one of
two categories: ontology-based or corpus-based approaches (i.e., a supervised method).
Ontology-based semantic similarities usually rely on various graph-based characteris-
tics, for instance, the shortest path length between notions, as well as the location of lowest
prevalent ancestors when identifying the similarity in meaning. Such ontology-based
methods rely on the quality and totality of fundamental ontologies [8]; nevertheless, main-
taining and curating domain ontologies is a challenging and labour-intensive task. It is
worth noting that corpus-based approaches as an alternative to identifying ontology-based
semantic similarities, are grounded on the co-occurrences and distributional semantics of
terms in free texts [9]. Such corpus-based models depend on the linguistic principle that
the sense of a lexical term can be identified on the basis of the surrounding context.
Although corpus-based approaches can outperform ontology-based approaches, the
literature has shown that the performance gap between both kinds of approaches has
narrowed [8,10]. Today, some ontology-based approaches reportedly achieve better perfor-
mance than the corpus-based approach. This is because corpus-based approaches require
a set of sense-annotated training data, which is extremely time-consuming and costly
to produce. Moreover, corpora do not exist for all domains [11,12]. In order to explore
the various approaches to overcoming this challenge, this study employs the following
research methodology:
2. Research Methodology
The principal aim of this paper is to briefly review existing searching methods,
focusing on the role of different technologies, and highlighting the importance of the
ontology-based approach in searches, as well as trying to identify the major technol-
ogy gaps associated with existing methods. The following steps describe the research
methodology employed.
2.1. Research Objectives
The following objectives were determined:
1. To review the various methodologies currently available in the ontology-based
approach to QA systems.
2. To understand the unique features of the majority of ontology-based approaches,
across QA domains.
3. To determine what methodology best suits the development of a closed domain
"Pilgrimage" ontology-based QA.
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4. To establish the major challenges and study gaps affecting current methods used to
semantically enhance QA systems to establish future directions.
2.2. Research Questions
This review comprises four questions:
a. What are the methodologies available in the ontology-based approach to QA systems?
b. What are the unique features of current ontology-based approaches, across QA domains?
c. Which methodology best suits the development of closed domain ontology-based
QA systems?
d. What are the major challenges and study gaps affecting the present methodology
across QA systems in terms of future directions?
2.3. Criteria for Inclusion And Exclusion Study
To examine the evidence for ontology-based methods for semantically enhancing QA
for a closed domain, this study employed a tree table (Table 1) after rapidly examining
124 articles related to ontology-based approaches located on the Web of Science (WoS),
limited by date of publication (2000–2020). The data were collected from the WoS Core
Collection, constituted by the Social Sciences Citation Index (SSCI), Science Citation Index
Expanded (SCI-EXPANDED), Conference Proceedings Citation Index - Science (CPCI-S),
Conference Proceedings Citation Index-Social Science & Humanities (CPCI-SSH), Arts &
Humanities Citation Index (A&HCI), and the newly included Emerging Sources Citation
Index (ESCI). None of the selected articles afforded us exact data. Therefore, we excluded
information deemed irrelevant by adding inclusion and exclusion criteria. In the first phase,
we remove 145 irrelevant articles out of 269. In the second phase, we selected articles based
on titles, abstracts and keywords, and rejected a further 66 papers. In this phase, we
excluded 45 articles because the abstract did not align with the study’s inclusion criteria.
In the fourth phase, 19 were excluded for unusable data, and finally 26 were chosen for
the literature review, as mentioned in Figure 1. The main categories created to classify the
papers reviewed included the metadata of the paper, the problem identified, methods used,
findings, future studies, techniques, and evaluation metrics (Table 1).
Table 1. Five categories created to classify the papers reviewed.
Category Description
1 Metadata of the paper, comprising the title of the paper, author, date, problems identified, methods used, findings andfuture studies [13]
2 Defined which main techniques were selected for the paper e.g., Ontology based, Natural Language Processing,Semantic Web Links Data/ Knowledge based, hybrid based, etc. [14]
3 Was based on ontology-based techniques used for the approach [13]
4 Deals with the metrics used to evaluate the precision and recall for the paper reviewed on question answering (QA) [13]
5 Detailed classifications such as method and findings used [13]
The remainder of this paper has been organized as follows, Section 2 states the
research methodology in which the research process, research questions and criteria for the
inclusion and exclusion study were given along with search strategy. Section 3 introduces
related works. Section 4 concerns the challenges of the QA systems. Section 5 presents
the evaluation of QA systems, and a detailed discussion is presented in Section6. Finally,
conclusions and suggestions for recommended future work are set out in Section 7.
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Figure 1. Criteria for Inclusion and Exclusion Study.
3. Related Works
Semantic technology considers ontology to be a form of knowledge representation, in
which data are described and stored in the form of rich vocabulary, expressive properties,
and the object relationships of a domain in machine-readable format. While QA systems
seek to improve upon existing technology in order to identify relevant results and enhance
the user experience, the majority of systems face many difficulties, due to the continual
expansion in the amount of web content [15,16], even when the results returned may
contain appropriate information that offers valuable knowledge to users in a specific
domain. Therefore, effective content description and query processing techniques are vital
for developing appropriate information resources that provide accurate results. Early QA
systems in the 1960s, like BASEBALL [17], LUNAR [18], START [19] were simply NL front-
ends for structured database query systems. The queries provided to such systems were
often analysed utilizing NLP methods to generate a canonical form, that could subsequently
be employed to form a standard database question. These systems are typically used to
search a specific domain when requiring long-term data.
The majority of previous studies concerning open domain systems have addressed
various QA systems. Among the earliest systems were MUDLER [20] and AnswerBus [21];
MUDLER uses NL parsing and a new voting approach to obtain reliable answers by em-
ploying multiple search engine queries. Its recall requires Google, and approximately
6.6 times the effort in searches by users to obtain the desired recall. Similarly, the Answer-
Bus QA system is a sentence level web IR method that can accept users’ NL questions in
different languages, such as English, French, Spanish, Italian, and Portuguese, and provides
answers in English. It uses five different search engines and directories to provide relevant
answers by skimming the directories to locate sentences that contain appropriate answers.
AskJeeves [22] is another open domain QA system that directs users to relevant web pages,
using an NL parser to solve the question posed in a query. It does not provide direct
answers to the user, rather, it refers users to different web pages in the same way as a search
engine, requiring only half the work of a QA system [20]. Meanwhile, Story Understanding
Systems, such as the QUALM QA system employs an IR system approach and works by
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asking questions about simple paragraph-length stories, providing a question analysis
module that connects each question with a question-type that guides the processing of IR.
In addition, an ontology-based domain exists that uses the AQUALOG QA system that
processes input queries and classifies them into 23 categories, defined by the system [23].
QA systems by [24,25] have developed the web as their knowledge resource. Such systems
use their own heuristics to store information from web documents in a local knowledge
database which can be accessed later and relies on linguistic techniques for generating
answers. With the growth of text-based materials online, the need for a statistical method
for the QA systems has been largely augmented. Clark [26] provided a method for sup-
plementing online texts (dynamic manual) with a knowledge-based question answering
capability. This combined method makes it possible for users to access not only answers
to routine questions, but also questions that were unpredicted at the time the system was
constructed. This particular feature of the QA system is accomplished via an inference
engine constituent.
3.1. Knowledge-Based QA Systems
Knowledge-based systems are a subset of AI that were designed to extract and gen-
erate knowledge from a defined data source, known as a Knowledge Base (KB), as an
alternative to unstructured text or documents [27]. As [28] explained, standard database
questions are used in exchange for word-based queries. This formation employs defined
data, such as ontology in QA. It is widely understood that knowledge is central to many
common tasks in a QA system. The main types of knowledge that may require repre-
sentation in AI systems are objects, events, performance, and meta-knowledge [29,30].
According to [31], knowledge can be categorized into two forms: general knowledge
and specific knowledge. The former describes world knowledge, and the latter a specific
situation in which linguistic communication occurs. Knowledge-based systems generally
extract certain information in advance for later use as in [32], and [33] observed that QA
researchers have increasingly tended to employ the ontology-based method when develop-
ing semantically enhanced QA for natural language questions (NLQs). The availability of
knowledge resources in different domains provides opportunities to utilize these sources
in QA systems. The ontology domain is typically small and the data analysis does not
require high-level automation. In connection with this, [34] offered a template for a repre-
sentation model, in which the task developed concerned mapping the question proposed
the available template. To perform this, the entity in question is substituted with selected
notions. This process is significant to consider, and is accomplished through a mechanism
called Conceptualization. Utilizing templates, a complex question could be disintegrated
into a sequence of questions, wherein every question corresponds to one predicate.
3.2. Representation of Knowledge
The representation of knowledge has a long history of development in the areas of
AI as well as logic. The notion of graphically representing knowledge dates back to 1956,
when the idea of the semantic net was proposed by Richens in 1956. The processing of logic
knowledge symbolically dates to the creation of the General Problem Solver in 1959 [35].
The foundation of knowledge was initially employed alongside knowledge-based systems
for the purposes of problem-solving and reasoning. MYCIN [36] is one of the most popular
rule-based expert systems currently utilized for medical diagnosis. It has a knowledge base
comprising approximately 600 rules. In later years, the community of human representation
of knowledge progressed to hybrid representations, rule-based and frame-based language.
Web Ontology Language (OWL) as well as a resource description framework (RDF) were
subsequently developed, and came to serve as significant Semantic Web standards. At
that time, several open bases of knowledge or ontologies were established; for example,
Freebase, YAGO, DBpedia, and WordNet. The authors of [37] presented a current concept
for knowledge structures in a graph. Subsequently, the knowledge graph (KG) notion
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became popularized by Google in 2012, when a framework of knowledge fusion termed
Knowledge Vault [38] was provided to develop large-scale KGs.
Integration of human knowledge is a current avenue of AI study directions. Knowl-
edge representation and reasoning, simulated from data regarding human problem solving,
is a knowledge priority for intelligent systems responsible for performing sophisticated
tasks [36]. Recently, as a form of structured human knowledge, KGs have garnered consid-
erable attention from both industry and academia. A KG delivers a structured mode of
fact representation, whereby facts can either be annotated manually by human experts or
automatically removed from huge data structures and plaintexts. KGs are essentially com-
posed of semantic descriptions, relationships, and entities. These entities can be abstract
concepts and real-life objects, while relationships embody the association between descrip-
tions of semantic entities, and their relationships include properties and categories with a
distinct meaning. These attributed graphs or property graphs are extensively employed in
instances where relations and nodes have attributes or features. For example, KGs play a
significant role in several applications and tasks associated with artificial intelligence such
as question answering, extraction of information, document ranking, indexing of topics,
semantic parsing, disambiguation of entity, word sense disambiguation, and computation
of word similarity [39].
With the advances in deep learning, distributed representation learning has revealed
its capabilities in the contexts of NLP and computer vision. Currently, KGs for distributed
representation learning are being investigated, for their capability to represent knowledge
in terms of knowledge inference, relation extraction, and other knowledge-driven applica-
tions including QA and IR. Such applications are believed to offer depth and accuracy in
terms of understanding the requirements of users, and so provide appropriate responses.
However, to work well they require specific external knowledge. There remain some gaps
in the knowledge retained in KGs, and the knowledge employed in knowledge-driven
applications. To address this, researchers have used KG representations to close the gap.
Moreover, KG representations can be utilized to resolve the sparsity of data when mod-
elling the relatedness that exists between relations and entities [39]. Moreover, they are
suitable for inclusion in deep learning approaches, as they by nature possess potential, in
connection with diverse information.
In the context of question answering, KGs can provide answers to questions posed
in NL. Neural network-based methods represent answers and questions in dispersed
semantic space, and some also perform a symbolic injection of knowledge for prevalent
sense reasoning. Taking a KG as a peripheral intellectual source, simple factoid QA can
answer a simple question that involves a single fact present on the KG. The authors of [40]
offered a restricted focused neural network provided with focused pruning, in order to
decrease the space allocated to searching. Recently,the study in [41] has modelled two-
way contact between KG questions and a bidirectional attention device. Despite being
extensively used in KG-QA, deep learning techniques increase the complexity of models.
According to [42], through the assessment of simple KG-QA with and without neural
networks, complex deep models like gated recurrent unit (GRU) and long short-term
memory (LSTM) with heuristics attain state of the art standards, and non-neural models
perform reasonably well.
3.3. Ontology
A theoretical representation of notions and their associations within a particular
area are known as ontology. As [4] clarified, ontology can be regarded as a database.
Nevertheless, it has a more complicated KB. In order to perform enquiries to retrieve
knowledge from ontology, structured languages such as SPARQL have been developed.
Domain ontology describes how knowledge is associated with linguistic structures, such as
the lexicon and grammar. It can be employed to resolve the obscurity of NLQs, and also to
develop the accuracy and expressiveness of queries. Ontology has a significant role to play
in developing the accuracy and effectiveness of QA systems [43]. Moreover, ontologies
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characterize and describe domain knowledge clearly in an auto-readable structure, and
thus can be incorporated into machine-based formations designed to accelerate assessment,
aid the reflexive annotation of net resources, and perform logical work [44]. Reference [45]
suggested a novel question analysis process that employed ontologies, signifying a standard
structure of queries by applying type-recognized graphs, and combining domain the
ontologies and a lexicon-syntactic structure for query reformulation.
Many previous studies have revealed the effectiveness of semantic search engines
over conventional keyword search engines when dealing with NLQ in several domains,
among which are the biomedical field [46], expert systems [47], transportation [48], and
forensics [49]. Meanwhile, reference [46] offered an automatic generation framework for
novel ontology, called the linked open data (LOD) method for automatic biomedical ontol-
ogy generation (LOD-ABOG), which is powered by LOD. The LOD-ABOG was utilized
with the aim of extracting concepts utilizing KBs, mainly the medical system of language
UMLS and LOD, together with the operation of NLP. Reference [47] investigated the mod-
elling of a mobile object trajectory in the semantic context web. Their study presented a
form of semantic trajectory episode (STEP) ontology to represent the generic spatiotempo-
ral episode, using a FrameSTEP as a fresh framework to explain semantic trajectories, on
the basis of episodes. Meanwhile, reference [48] proposed a novel method for intelligent
transportation systems (ITSs), using novel fuzzy ontology-based semantic knowledge
with a Word2vec model to extract transportation features and classify texts, utilizing a bi-
directional long short-term memory (Bi-LSTM) method. The method supported semantic
knowledge description in terms of features as well entities and their association within the
transportation area. Elsewhere, reference [49] attempted to utilize ontology for classifying
a digital forensic area based on several dimensions, utilizing an RDF and an OWL which
was searchable via SPARQL. The ontological design could incorporate current ontologies.
The semantic web was employed to carry out reasoning and assist digital investigators in
selecting a suitable instrument.
A comparative study was conducted by [50], in which keyword search engines, e.g.,
Yahoo and Google, were tested against semantic search engines, e.g., Hakia and Duck-
DuckGo. Their study revealed the semantic searches provided more relevant answers.
In their research, reference [51] developed a generated framework of automated ontol-
ogy, on the basis of N-Gram algorithms, classification, and semantic medical oncology,
to enhance relevant biomedical concepts and identification of terms. The same author
also proposed another framework for automated biomedical ontology generation utilizing
LOD to reduce the requirement for ontology engineers and domain experts. However,
reference [52] presented an analysis method as well as ontology-based rollover monitoring,
which improved the decision support system for engineering vehicles. This model was
developed to represent stability data for monitored rollover with semantic features, and
to build semantic relevance across several notions present in the rollover domain. The
querying and reasoning of the ontology approach were grounded in SPARQL, as well as
RDF query language, and the rules of semantic web rule language (SWRL) were employed
for rollover evaluation and to identify proposed measures. Concomitantly, reference [53]
presented a framework permitting a large amount of data to be accessed over the internet.
An ontology that can hold web resource description was established, and a composition
engine of automated servicing was conducted to establish the benefits of the ontology. The
engine had two execution stages, namely, the processing stage and the start-up stage.
In conclusion, due to the increasing number of mobile and fixed sensors engaged in
producing the large amounts of geospatial data responsible for altering human lifestyles,
and influencing human and ecological health, an ontology-driven method to incorporate
intelligence for handling human health as well as ecological health risk in the geospatial
sensor web (GSW) was presented by [27]. The study described a web-based model, the
Human and Ecological Health Risk Management System, formulated to assist human
experts and assess human ecological risk.
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3.4. Review of the Most Existing Methodologies
This section reviews the methodologies used for ontology development in QA sys-
tems, namely the set of activities that implement the basic principles of ontology de-
sign. While there is a growing requirement for an ontology based on the existing or
new methodologies [54], any future development will involve the inherent challenges
associated with standard generic methods of building knowledge representation, due to
the inadequacies present in the guiding principles of software development. This study
reviewed various ontology construction methodologies for different domains.
The goal of the study conducted by [55] was to understand the application of ontology
in different domains, and to ascertain the methodologies that apply to each specific domain.
Significantly, the study captured the steps involved in ontology construction, namely ontol-
ogy scope, ontology capture, ontology encode, ontology integration, ontology evaluation,
and ontology documentation, together with the respective merits and failings of each of
the methodologies. Meanwhile, reference [16] proposed an experimental environment for
the semantic web, with custom rules and scalable datasets. The experiment was evaluated
according to the performance of an optimized chaining ontology reasoning system, and a
comparison was made of the experimental results and other ontology reasoning systems,
to assess the performance and scalability of the ontology reasoning system.
In a different study, reference [56] presented an open-source math-aware QA system,
based on Ask Platypus, which returned a single mathematical formula for an NLQ in the
English language or Hindi. The formulae originated from the knowledge-based Wikidata
and were translated into computable data by integrating the calculation engine into the
system. Approximately 80% of the results were correct and significant. Although QA
using an ontology-based methodology has recently received significant interest, current
methods are incompatible with Arabic. One of the first NL QA interfaces was proposed
in the study by [57], which recommended a system called AR2SPARQL that interpreted
Arabic questions paired against RDF data in triplicate to answer the given question. In
order to address the imperfect support for Arabic NLP, rather than making exhaustive
use of new semantic techniques, the system employed an expertise-based ontology to
secure the framework for Arabic questions, and create a relevant RDF illustration. The
technique attained a 61% average recall, and 88.14% average precision [57]. Similarly,
reference [58] proposed a simple Natural Language Interface (NLI) for Arabic ontologies
that transformed user queries expressed in Arabic into formal language queries. The
keywords were extracted using NLP techniques, then mapped to the ontology entities, and
a valid SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language (SPARQL) query generated based on
the ontology definition and the reasoning capabilities of the ontology web language (OWL).
Meanwhile, reference [59] used a framework to perform a concept and keyword-based
English search of the Holy Quran. It employed the Quran English WordNet, a WordNet
driven database for the English translation of the Quran, to form a semantically rich Quran
search system.
A university system ontology-based IR method and reasoning was developed by [60],
who aimed to identify a general framework for ontology development. A general frame-
work for the ontology searching mechanism was proposed using the university ontology.
The initial step in the ontology development required information gathering, based on the
targeted domain (the university), involving the identification and definition of all super
and subclasses of the targeted domain. This was followed by the identification and defi-
nition of properties, such as object, data, and annotations, that existed among the classes
defined. The interaction among these classes was crucial; therefore, the identification
and application of the appropriate restriction constraints to the classes were essential to
conduct proper reasoning. The various stages were then synchronized to identify design
inconsistencies. The methodology was implemented using Protégé 4.3.1, and the reasoner
(Fact ++ and Hermet 1.3.8) was used to check consistency and reliability. At the end of
the implementation, the ontology developed was exported to the desired location. The
study also compared the various ontologies discussed in the previous literature at that
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time. While the ontology developed by the study was intended for specific segments
of the university, such as the examination system, course management system, scientific
research management, and data warehouse, the authors also amalgamated all aspects of
the university ontology previously captured by the different studies into a single ontology
to assist university staff in addressing various concerns. The subsequent ontology was able
to assist users in obtaining all forms of reasoning support and could be reused by altering
the restriction parameters [60]. The framework proposed facilitated efficient and effective
search of and access to information through the description logic DL query.
A recent study by [61] sought to develop a conceptual model for a QA system based
on the semantic web. The study combined centralized and distributed data, choosing
the former due to its ability to speed up the data retrieval process, and the latter because
it can retain its original format when accessed by search engines and QA systems. The
study’s test case domain was the automotive QA system (AQAS), and it formulated a
model that facilitated the features available in the system. The main functions of AQAS
were the collection of data in the data center, and obtaining answers based on the user’s
questions. The AQAS data knowledge employed the OWL/XML or RDF/Turtle form,
and the data used were from the automotive manufacturers, dealers, and rentals on the
internet. The AQAS conceptual model contained the following three main elements. Firstly,
users who posed questions to the AQAS, using the Indonesian language expected that the
AQAS would respond to all questions asked. Secondly, the system task, namely the task of
the AQAS, which was the ability to understand the question, search related information,
and provide an appropriate response. Finally, the distributed data were spread across the
internet to provide reference answers to questions posed. The KB of the AQAS was divided
into the following four groups:
a. OntoKendaraan: This was based on the OWL DL standard, and was the main
ontology used to develop the other ontologies; b. OntoManufacturer: This was an ontology
and collection of motorized vehicle instances provided by the manufacturer; c. OntoDealers:
This was a file containing a collection of instances provided by motor vehicle sales service
providers (dealers); d. OntoRentals: This was a file containing a collection of motor vehicle
rental instances.
The novelty of the study was its focus on resolving the weaknesses associated with
both distributed and centralized data, and the results demonstrated that it is possible to
combine both forms of data in a pool, and then to query the pool periodically. The study
contributed to the development of a conceptual model for the Indonesian QA system,
specifically in the automotive domain, although it was limited by the fact that some of the
data were transactional and required regular updating [61].
Recently, LOD has become a large KB, and interest in querying these data using QA
techniques has attracted many researchers. Linked data possesses two known challenges:
the lexical and semantic gaps [62]. The lexical gap is primarily the difference between the
vocabularies used in an input question and those used in the KB, while the semantic gap is
the difference between the KB representation and the information that needs expressing.
The study conducted by [62] provided a novel method for querying these data, using
ontology lexicon and dependency parse trees to overcome the lexical and semantic gaps.
The system architecture component was constituted of six components. The syntactical
analysis employed the NL as input and generated part of speech (POS) tags and depen-
dency parse trees for the input. The second component was the named entity (NE), whose
recognition aided the reference to NEs in the question and must be recognized and linked
to KB resources. The template generation of the system architecture consisted of two
parts: question classification and pseudo-SPARQL generation. The question classification
classified questions into four categories: imperatives, such as list queries; predictive, such
as ‘wh-’ questions; counting, such as ‘how many-’; and affirmation, namely ‘yes/no’.
The classification was achieved using a certain classification rule. The pseudo-SPARQL
generation queries were generated using a template generation algorithm, which helped
to check the POS tags of the root word in the dependency parse tree generated from the
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syntactical analysis phase. At the point of candidate selection, pseudo-SPARQL queries
were converted into executable SPARQL queries, and all the entities mentioned in the
pseudo-SPARQL query were required to replace the corresponding resources from the KB.
In terms of the ranking component of the architecture proposed, the authors computed
the score of the SPARQL query as the mean score for all the triples in the query. The triple
score was computed as the product of the scores of its subjects, properties, and objects.
Finally, the ranked SPARQL queries over the SPARQL endpoint of the KB were executed to
identify the query with the highest score, and a non-empty result. The evaluation method
used in this study was a recall, precision, and f-measure. The study was limited by the fact
that the approach proposed could not answer questions for which there was no correct
template, and also by the fact that the approach depended solely on an ontology lexicon.
One of the limitations of NLP for clinical applications is that concepts can be refer-
enced in multiple forms across different texts. To surmount this challenge, a multi-ontology
refined embedding (MORE) was proposed by [8]. This facilitated more accurate clus-
tering of concepts across a wide range of applications, such as analysing patient health
records to identify subjects with similar pathologies, to improve interoperability between
hospitals. This was a hybrid approach framework for incorporating domain knowledge
from many ontologies into a distributional semantic model that learned from a corpus of
clinical text. Several methods were used in the course of the research. First, RadCore and
MIMIC-III corpora were used to train the corpus-based component of the MORE, while
the ontology aspect of the study employed the medical subject headings (MeSH) ontology
and three state-of-the-art ontology-based similarity measures. The study also proposed a
new learning objective, modified from the sigmoid cross-entropy objective function. The
results were evaluated according to the quality of the word embedding generated, using
two established datasets of semantic similarities among biomedical concepts pairs. The
first dataset consisted of 29 concept pairs, with the physician establishing the similarity
score and medical coders. The MORE’s similarity score produced the highest combined
correlation (0.633), which was 5.0% higher than that of the baseline model, and 12.4%
higher than that of the best ontology-based similarity measure. The second dataset had
449 concept pairs, and the MORE’s similarity score had a correlation score of 0.481, with a
similarity rating of four medical residents, outperforming the skip-gram model by 8.1%,
and the best ontology measure by 6.9%.
The availability of the semantic web has made structured data more accessible in
the form of a KB. The goal of the QA system is to provide end-users with access to a
large amount of data. As [63] explained, most current QA systems conduct KB queries
using a single language (English), and current QA approaches are not designed to adapt
easily to new KBs and languages. They therefore proposed a new approach that helped to
translate NLQs to SPARQL queries, using a multilingual KB-agnostic approach for QA that
was based on the fact that questions can be understood from the semantic context of the
words in the question, and that the syntax components of the question are less important.
In the study, the KB stored the semantic of the words in the question and provided the
most likely interpretation of the question. The multilingual KB-agnostic approach was
divided into four steps, the first of which was the question expansion step, involving the
identification of all the name entities, properties, and classes to which the question referred.
The second step was query construction, which involved the construction of a set of queries
that represented a possible interpretation of a specific question with a given KB. At the
end of the query construction step, all possible SPARQL queries were computed. The third
step was query ranking, in which the query candidates computed were ordered according
to their probability of answering the question correctly. Finally, at the end of the third
step, a list of ranked SPARQL query candidates was computed. The candidate answer was
computed if the SPARQL query was above a certain threshold. One of the limitations of
the approach was that the identification of the relationships in the question relied heavily
on the dictionary [63].
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3.5. Current Mobile QA Systems for Pilgrimage Domain
Countless internet queries are made to obtain accurate information about the pilgrim-
age. However, the results of these searches produce millions of web addresses, and at times
convoluted search results. According to [64], the emergence of web platforms with a vast
pool of information web pages that is growing daily has transformed the ways in which
users interact with the internet. Pilgrims are particularly reliant on news that is accessible
on the web and have to use the internet to seek answers to related queries. Current internet
queries require precise keywords to be identical or identically arranged [65,66], and this
often affects the outcomes of individuals’ searches for critical information. Moreover, in
certain circumstances it can produce irrelevant search outcomes [67,68], causing misper-
ceptions and confusion in the QA for related terms. There is currently a need to develop an
approach that will semantically improve the quality of queries and ensure the provision of
precise answers to queries by pilgrims in a mobile QA system.
Growth in the use of mobile phones while travelling has enabled the development
of widespread mobile applications in all areas of life, including pilgrimage. Although the
information that can be transmitted to and browsed for on such devices is limited [69],
there are constraints on the kinds of questions asked by users of mobile devices regarding
their pilgrimage. This is because, both appropriate websites and the types of questions
that can be asked in order to obtain concise and precise answers are limited. Some efforts
have been made to support mobile technologies and applications for pilgrims, such as
in the Islamic domain, which is one of the main themes of ontology development. The
semantic Quran [70] designed a multilingual RDF framework for the Quran structure with
the associated Quran ontology, using aspects obtained from the Quran, such as places,
living establishments, and events. Meanwhile, other studies addressed the interpretation
of DBpedia to Arabic [71], and an ontology study explored the Mooney GeoQuery dataset,
which contains documents about geographical locations in the United States (US) [72].
In their study, reference [73] proposed a Knowledge-Based Expert Systems (KBES) that
can be used by pilgrims at different stages both before, during and after their pilgrimage.
The main goal of their system was to support pilgrims in their learning and decision-
making processes. Meanwhile, reference [74] presented a semantic system based on a QA
system that enabled pilgrims to compose questions about the Umrah in an NL format.
The system used ontology to represent the knowledge base of the entire ritual acts of the
Umrah only. The various complexities of NL were observable in the system because the
questions had to be mapped with the contents in the ontology. Among the more notable
systems currently available are the Umrah and Educational modules. The Umrah module
covers all the rules and facts in the ontology, and the Educational module is responsible for
question and answer interactions.
Similarly, reference [75] proposed a dynamic knowledge-based approach that facil-
itated a decision support system used by pilgrims to query information from dynamic
knowledge-based records. The system also enabled pilgrims to contact experts, in order to
obtain suitable possible solutions to their queries. Meanwhile, the application known as M-
Hajj DSS provided simple and advanced questions and answers using artificial intelligence
(AI), based on decision tree and case-based reasoning (CBR). However, the system was only
developed for Android smartphones, employed only a single language, and also failed to
consider the universal user interface and mobile information quality. The issue of language
was addressed by the authors of [76], who presented a mobile translation application to
enable pilgrims to accomplish rituals that included different languages, and sought to
assist pilgrims in connecting easily with other pilgrims who speak different languages.
Finally, the analytical study conducted by [77] reported that the majority of current
pilgrimage applications’ developers focused on basic usage, and their applications lacked
interactive features, with users directed to visual applications, more than 87% of which
support only one language. The study revealed certain weaknesses in the presentation
of interactive features that support virtual communication between users, such as fatwa
chatting, and found that existing pilgrimage mobile applications lack real-time map updates
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to assist pilgrims, i.e., location awareness. Moreover, the study reported that no extant
research has considered the use of ontology and knowledge-based approaches to resolve
lexical–semantic ambiguity and enhance the accuracy of QA results in the domain.
4. The Challenges of the QA System
According to [8,78], extracting accurate information in response to a natural language
question (NLQ) remains a challenge for QA systems. This is primarily because the existing
techniques used by the system cannot address the effectiveness and efficiency of semantic
issues in their NLQ analysis. Some scholars [11,79,80] reported positive outcomes to lexical
solutions on the topic of word sense disambiguation (WSD), and several studies [42,62]
appraised this issue in the context of QA, but only a few examined the role of WSD when
returning potential answers [12,81].
A systematic review of NLP and text mining, conducted by [82], found that compu-
tational challenges, and synthesizing the literature concerning the use of NLP and text
mining, present major challenges for QA. Meanwhile, a study conducted by [83] suggested
that when real-world data are constructed and inserted into KGs, it provides an effective
and convenient querying technique for end-users, a matter that requires addressing ur-
gently. However, a greater challenge is the ability to understand the question clearly, in
order to translate the unstructured question into a structured query in semantic representa-
tion form. This is due to the ambiguity associated with defining the precise word sense,
which results in mismatches when mapping the expressions extracted from NLQ to the
ontology elements available for the data.
Alternative systems discussed take into account QA as a semantic parsing issue and
aim to train a semantic parser to plan input questions in suitable logical forms to be
performed over a base of knowledge. These systems require identification of important
data when training, which is time-consuming and labour intensive [62]. The QA systems
based on IR engines require that text wording comprising an answer should be identical to
the wording employed in the question [78].
Previous studies have revealed that existing QA systems concentrate on providing
answering to factoid questions. As various sources of knowledge have advantages and
disadvantages, a sensible direction to take would be one that exploits several kinds of
underlying knowledge, so as to minimalize the restrictions placed on the individual. It
is indisputable that the principal quantity of factual information available on the web
currently is enclosed by plain text (e.g., blogs, sites, documents, etc.). On the basis of the
above, a direction that is worthy of further investigation would involve manipulating
peripheral plain-text knowledge to enrich the content as well as the vocabulary of the KB
(to develop tasks such as disambiguation, recalling the challenge of ambiguity). Moreover,
pursuing an alternative direction is exciting, involving a search for more effective and
flexible approaches for interlinking and structuring plain text information with organized
representations of knowledge such as RDF graphs, which attempt to resolve the difficulties
associated with distributed knowledge. As well as these major challenges, the processing
of complex questions and multilingualism are exceedingly challenging issues, due to the
multitude of languages, each of which possesses different structures and idioms [84]. In
conclusion, assessment datasets and benchmarks are fundamental for attaining similar
results reliably, which is essential when making comparisons of various QA systems’
performance and the effectiveness of approaches. Thus, the assessment process represents
another interesting research direction.
5. QA System Evaluation
Evaluation of the QA system method is a crucial component of QA systems, and as
QA techniques are rapidly designed, a trustworthy evaluation measurement to review
these applications is required. In the study by [14], the assessment measurement applied
to QA systems was accuracy, and the harmonic mean function of precision and recall (F1
score). As shown in Formulas 1, 2 and 3, a 2 x 2 possibility table enabled appreciation of
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these metrics, which classified evaluation under two aspects: a) true positive (TP), denoting
a section that was correctly selected, or false negative (FN), denoting a section that was
correctly not chosen; and b) true negative (TN), denoting a section that was incorrectly not
chosen, or false positive (FP), denoting a section that was not correctly selected. Precision
was used to describe the measurement of the chosen review papers that were correct, while
recall referred to the opposite gauge, namely the measurement of the correct papers chosen.














The evaluation of precision and recall involves understanding that they are contrary,
and indeed there is a trade-off involved in all such measures, which means researchers
must seek the best measure to calculate their particular system. Several QA systems have
used recall as a gauge metric, since it does not require the evaluation of how false the
positive rates are developed; if there is a high true positive rate, then the result will be
improved. However, it can be argued that precision would be a more effective measure. To
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ing to [85], [43], and [14], the following metrics (Formulae 5 and 6) can be used to calculate
QA systems, and include calculations such as the mean average precision (MAP), which is
a universal assessment for IR, describing the (AveP), average precision, given by Formula 5.
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As shown in Table 2, the evaluation conducted for the present study produced a
total of 83 review papers, of which 37 were relevant, ontology-based studies; thus, an
average recall of 44.7% was achieved, and an average precision of 53.5%. It was observed
that ontology-based methods/semantic web/link data yielded more precision than the
QA, NLP, and other categories. This could be explained by the fact that ontology-based
methods/semantic web/link data define several possible means of identifying entities,
which helps when classifying the keywords for ontology entities. Surprisingly, the QA
NLP returned a higher precision rate of 93.7%, while recall was 32.9%. This concurred with
the claims made by [57], although, since their data were not publicly available it was not
possible to compare the performance of the two systems. The results of the present study
employed the same method as [57], which is an approach used for knowledge identified
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in the ontology to manage the user’s question, and neither approach made rigorous use
of complex linguistic and semantics methods. However, some elements were unique to
the present study, which for example used estimate pairing and a user interface for entity
mapping. This system required the participation of the user to refine their query and the
use of a set of rules to certify and improve the SPARQL query.
Table 2. Evaluation results.
Category Ontology-based/Semantic Web/Link Data QA NLP/ Others Total Relevant
Total Number of Review Papers 37 46 83
Review papers Ontology QA 52 18 70
Review papers with Correct Ontology QA 23 17 40
Precision 41.2 % 93.6% 53.5%
Recall 59.1 % 32.9% 44.7%
6. Discussion
Reference [84] conducted a survey of the stateless QA system, with an emphasis on
the methods applied in RDF and linked data, documents, and a combination of these.
The author reviewed 21 recent systems and the 23 evaluation and training datasets most
commonly used in the extant literature, according to domain-type. The study identified
underlying knowledge sources, the tasks provided, and the associated evaluation metrics,
identifying various contexts in terms of their QA system applications. Overall, QA systems
were found to be widely used in different fields of human engagement, and their application
spanned the fields of medicine, culture, web communities, and tourism, among others. The
study also contextualized the current most efficient QA system, IBM Watson, which is a
QA system that is not restricted to a specific domain, and which seeks to capture a wide
range of questions. The IBM Watson competed against the former winner in the television
game Jeopardy and won. However, despite the number of successes associated with the
system, it possesses certain shortcomings and ambiguities.
There has recently been an increase in the adoption of QA-based personal assistants,
including Amazon’s Alexa, Microsoft’s Cortona, Apple’s Siri, Samsung’s Bixby, and Google
Assistant, which are capable of answering a wide range of questions [84]. Furthermore,
there has been an increase in the application of QA systems at call centers and utilized in
Internet Of Things (IoT) applications.
Here we discuss the classification of ontology-based approaches to QA, and present
the categories created to classify the 83 papers reviewed by this study, which are associated
with ontology methods that semantically enhance the QA. In order to extract and classify
the data, the study extracted data at the full paper reading stage, creating five categories to
classify the reviewed papers (Table 1). In total, of the 83 papers reviewed, only 42 mentioned
ontology methods in QA directly, while 41 discussed QA NLP among other methods
(Table 3); of the 83 papers reviewed, 42 (50%) employed an ontology-based paradigm, 32
(38%) used a QA NLP paradigm, and 9 (11%) employed a hybrid approach. There was a
higher use of web-based and NLP approaches than hybrid paradigms (Figure 2), which
concurred with the findings of [13].
Rich structured knowledge could be helpful for AI applications. Nonetheless, the
way of integrating symbolic knowledge into a computational framework of practical
applications remains a challenging task. Current advances in knowledge-graph-based
studies concentrate on knowledge graph embedding or knowledge representation learning,
which involves mapping relations as well as elements into low-dimensional vectors, while
identifying their senses [86]. Knowledge-aware models obtain advantages from incorporat-
ing semantics, ontologies for the representation of knowledge, diverse data sources and
multilingual knowledge. Therefore, some certifiable applications, like QA system have
prospered, benefiting from their capacity for rational reasoning as well as perception. Some
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genuine products, for instance, Google’s Knowledge Graph and Microsoft’s Satori have
demonstrated a solid ability to offer more productive types of assistance.
Figure 2. Flow of Search and Selection.
Table 3. Methods and techniques identified for the related literature.
Methods Techniques Technique for Evaluation Ref.
Querying Agent RDF, OWL, Spatiotemporal Informationrepresentations
Two evaluation stages: a. Air Quality Index
calculation. b. Manual verification by
health experts
[27,47]
Single, Multiple, Hybrid Ontology
Semantic information description. Design,
Development, Integration, Validation,
Ontology Iteration
No evaluation available [55]
Semantic Search System
KB preparation, Query processing, Entity
mapping, Formal query and Answer
generation
Disambiguation evaluation: System
achieved 103 correct answers out of 133




Knowledge querying, Reasoning based on
ontology model
Five sets of rollover stability data under
different conditions used for
evaluation:accuracy, effectiveness
[52]
RDF, SPARQL NLP. Ontology entity mapping, Retrieve andManipulate data in RDF
Quranic ontology, Arabic Mooney
Geography dataset for evaluation. System
achieved 64% recall, 76% precision
[52,58]
Semantic QA Ontology reasoning, custom rules, SemanticQA system
Custom rules and query set for system
evaluation. Result: Backward chaining




Quran’s concept hierarchy, vocabulary
search system, Quranic WordNet,
Knowledge repository, IR tools
Performance metrics evaluation: precision,
recall, F-measure. Comparisons with
similar frameworks
[56,59]
FrameSTEP Raw trajectories, Annotation, Semanticgraphs, Ontology
Segmentation Granularity Extent Context
Type and availability [27,47]
Ontology, Semantic Knowledge,
Word2vec OWL, Word embedding, fuzzy ontology
Bi-LSTM improved features extraction and
text classification. Evaluation based on
machine learning: SVM, CNN, RNN, LSTM.
Metrics: Precision, Recall, Accuracy
[48]
Intelligent Mobile Agent Ontology, DBPedia, WordNet.
IMAT was validated by Mobile Client
Application implementation it helps testing
of important IMAT features
[52,53,58,59]
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Table 3. Cont.
Methods Techniques Technique for Evaluation Ref.
IR
Math-aware QA system, Ask Platypus. A
single mathematical formula is returned to
NLQ in English or Hindi
Metrics: Precision, Recall, Accuracy,
Function Measures [56,59]
Linked Open data Framework Concepts and Relation extraction, NLP, KB
Evaluation shows improved result in most
tasks of ontology generation compared to
those obtained in existing frameworks
[46]
IR RDF, OWL, SPARQL No evaluation available [49,56,59]
Classification and Mining NLP, Linguistic features,
Neural Networks capable of handling
complexity, classified Hadith 94% accuracy.




Semantic Search IR, Quran-based QA system, NeuralNetworks classification
Evaluation of classification shows
approximately 90% accuracy [87]
With the ongoing progress in deep learning, and the inescapable utilization of distribu-
tional semantics to create word embedding for representation of words through vectors in
neural networks, such corpus-based models have acquired tremendous prominence. One
of the most widely recognized distributional semantics model is word2vec [8] for creating
word embedding. The word2vec model is a neural network that is capable to enhance
NLP with semantic and syntactic relationships between word vectors. While corpus-based
measures have shown to be more adaptable and extensible than ontology-based measures,
human curation can develop their precision further in domain applications.
Previous endeavors sought to integrate corpus-based and ontology-based similarity
to well identify semantic similarities; in any case, no framework is presently available
in the domain of pilgrimage delivering ontological information using a method creating
word embedding for semantic similarity. Although the use of ontology for knowledge
representation has captured the attention of researchers and developers as a means of
overcoming the limitations of the keyword-based search, there has been little focus on the
Islamic domain of knowledge, and specifically on QA for pilgrimage rituals. Those studies
that do exist in this field have unique limitations, including the fact that existing religious
content websites work on either language-dependent searches or keyword-based searches;
the presence of only theoretical and conceptual notions of ontological retrieving agents [1];
and poor system usability, especially at the query level, that requires the user to manage
complex language or interfaces to express their needs [88].
The present study addressed the research questions posed, and the ontology-based
approach to QA systems identified is illustrated in Table 3, which shows that the majority
of the extant studies in the field targeted a specific domain. The features unique to the
majority of the works were their initial understanding of the domain (domain knowledge);
the component that facilitated ontological reasoning (query processing); the mapping of
the objects of interest in the domain (entities); the generation of appropriate responses,
based on the query issued; and, finally, the acknowledgement that Hajj/Umrah activity is
an all-year-round activity. In terms of the tasks to be performed, some are particular only to
the Hajj, and in terms of sites to be visited, some are relevant to the Hajj, and others to both
the Hajj and the Umrah. Several tasks occur across other domains, such as tourism, where
activities and sites to be visited are essential factors. Therefore, the defined methodology
with minimal modification of fuzzy rules can be implemented in such a domain.
7. Conclusions and Future Works
This study conducted a review of ontology-based approaches to semantically enhance
QA for a closed domain. It found that 83 out of the 124 papers reviewed described
QA approaches that had been developed and evaluated using different methods. The
ontological approach to semantically enhancing QA was not found to be widely embraced,
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as many studies featured NLP and IR processing. Most of the studies reviewed focused
on open domain usage, but this study concerns a closed domain. The precision and recall
measures were primarily employed to evaluate the method used by the studies.
Due to the unique attributes of the pilgrimage exercise, the methodology best suited to
the development of a pilgrimage ontology is hybrid, the first component being the creation
of fuzzy rules to analyzze NLQs in order to define the exercise a pilgrim is performing at a
specific location and time of year. The rules should be applied to the categories of words in
the question, which will ultimately assist in generating some semantic structure for the text
contained in the question. The second component is the semantic analysis, a component
of the hybrid methods that will produce an understanding of the interpretation of words
from the question. The generation of an ontology comprising these components, populated
with dynamic facts using a KG, will help to answer questions specifically related to the
pilgrimage domain.
We plan to evaluate the advancement of these segments within an extensible frame-
work, by integrating a knowledge-based and distributional semantic model for learning
word embedding from context and domain information, by using measures for semantic
similarities on top of the Word2Vec algorithm. This is due to the algorithm’s capability
to encode high order relationships and cover a wider range of connections between data
points. It is a significant factor in enhancing several tasks, such as semantic parsing, disam-
biguation of an entity that results in accuracy improvement in QA systems. This requires
the development of new methods that suit a collaboration between these components
to enhance data processing in QA systems. Finally, we aim to develop a mobile appli-
cation prototype to evaluate effectiveness and address users’ perceptions of the mobile
QA application.
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